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BasketStats: is a most powerful worldwide. FIBA use SportCode BasketStats!
SportMetricsTM: analyze and compare any team/player parameters and show chart. Tracking gym/test results.
SportOfficeTM: SportDrawTM – playbook with animation software and AVI/Flash movie
SportPlannerTM – practice manager & practice planner, player profiles, sorted archive,
game schedule & report, court templates, scouting report, calendar, movie video clips
SportCode Video Basketball ScoutingTM: Get scout data on the hand from 1 or multi games!
SportCode Video AnalysisTM: cut, join and analysis of your videos!
Video Cut, Video Edit: make cut/join/edit of your videos!

SportCode BasketStats
Only two clicks of mouse are necessary for each action and all the rest is done
automatically by BasketStats. Powerful reports from one game or more games
Competition support: Championships, Olympics, Cups

FIBA use SportCode BasketStats
SportMetricsTM
Analyze and compare any user's parameters and show chart

User can be players, teams.
Parameters can be anything with numerical value.
Each user has list with video clips, pictures…
Tracking results of each player in the gym/tests.
SportOfficeTM
SportDrawTM
Playbook with animation and AVI/Flash movie
SportPlannerTM
Practice planner, player profiles, sorted archive, schedule, court, scouting report
You can easily change and customize each document with one mouse click
SportCode Video Scouting BasketballTM
It gives you the ability to quickly and easily create scouting of one or both teams while watching TV or any movie on your
computer in movie player included in Sport Scouting application. Reports are web pages and with one click attached report
and its pictures to email. Save you hours of work. What opponent do in each play: player, position, shot. And same for player.
It is great support while you watch video material of opponent.
SportCode Video AnalysisTM
gives you the ability to quickly and easily make a
cut-split/join/analysis of your video contents.

Note
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